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Kissed by Darkness Sep 25 2022 Three years ago, Morgan Bailey narrowly survived a vampire attack that left her with heightened senses, uncanny speed, and a new calling: supernatural bounty hunter. Since that day, sexy, street-smart Morgan
hasn't met a vampire she couldn't dust or a demon she couldn't kill--until she's hired to hunt down a priceless amulet and the sunwalker who stole it. Sunwalkers--powerful vampires immune to sunlight--are notoriously difficult to find, let alone
kill. Still, a job's a job, and Morgan's never been one to shy away from a challenge. So bring it on-- right? But the sunwalker ends up tracking her down. And not only that, he turns out to be cunning, charming--and undeniably gorgeous.
Nevertheless, she can't ignore the destruction he is capable of: the sunwalker possesses an ancient secret which, if unleashed, could destroy the human world.
Fire and Bone Feb 24 2020 In Hollywood's underworld of demigods, druids, and ancient bonds, one girl has a dangerous future. Sage is eighteen, down on her luck, and struggling to survive on the streets of Los Angeles. Everything changes
the night she's invited to a party--one that turns out to be a trap. Thrust into a magical world hidden within the City of Angels, Sage discovers that she's the daughter of a Celtic goddess, with powers that are only in their infancy. Now that she is
of age, she's asked to pledge her service to one of the five deities, all keen on winning her favor by any means possible. She has to admit that she's tempted--especially when this new life comes with spells, Hollywood glam, and a bodyguard with
secrets of his own. Not to mention a prince whose proposal could boost her rank in the Otherworld. As loyalties shift, and as the two men vie for her attention, Sage tries to figure out whom to trust in a realm she doesn't understand. One thing is
for sure: the trap she's in has bigger claws than she thought. And it's going to take a lot more than magic for this Celtic demigoddess to make it out alive.
Kissed by Destiny Oct 22 2019 Vampire hunter, Morgan Bailey, has hunted just about everything: vampires, demons, and even human monsters. There's very little that scares her anymore, but when a friend turns up dead of unknown means,
she's not only heartbroken, but terrified. Add to that a mysterious illness that's decimating the ranks of the sidhe and the djinn, her own unexpected pregnancy, a vengeful ghost, and the change in both her power and her relationship status, and
Morgan has far more on her plate than she bargained for. Her quest to find the killer leads her across the globe, endangering both her life and her sanity. She'd stop, but if she does, every person she knows with a drop of supernatural ability will
die. Including herself.
Seductive Powers May 29 2020 This title has been previously published and has been re-edited for your enjoyment. Wendy Warner is a bit of an oddball. Raised in an orphanage, she's found solace and friendship by watching the television show,
Space Adventures, and participating in its fan clubs. Twice a month, Wendy comes to work dressed in a costume from the show that she wears to charity events. She's been able to ignore the looks of distain from many of her coworkers, but when
the president of the company gazes at her with something more, she knows she's in deep. Draco Powers rather likes the way the uniform hugs all her curves in the just the right places. He's also a real-life Guardian who told the world that, yes,
some people had superhuman abilities, but, no, they wouldn't work for free or without health insurance. Some people refer to him with derision as the "Capitalist Guardian." While Draco doesn't care what he's called, he's also being hunted by a
group called the Organization, whose motives are unclear and yet still cause death and destruction wherever they go. The Organization has decided that Draco's biggest weakness is the way he cares about his employees and has chosen Wendy as
their next target. To save her, Draco will have to come to terms with his real feelings and the reason he's long resisted complicated relationships...but he's running out of time.
Kissed by Smoke Feb 06 2021 Vampire bounty hunter Morgan Bailey wants three things for her birthday: cupcakes, action from her new boyfriend, and sleep. It turns out a psychotic sidhe, a subspecies of fae, is running amok in Portland, and
it's up to Morgan to take him down. There's just one problem: this fairy is as powerful as he is psychotic. Morgan ends up forming an uneasy alliance with the Fairy Queen and embarks upon her most outrageous adventure yet.
Write Novels Fast: Writing Faster Through Art Journaling Sep 01 2020 Do you envy prolific writers who seem to pump out multiple novels per year while you struggle to finish one or two?Are you already fairly prolific and want to become more
so?Are you a pantser who suffers from writer's block and finds plotting abhorrent?Or are you a plotter who tends to get lost in the minutiae of plotting?This is the book for you!With a unique take on art journaling, international best selling
author Shéa MacLeod shows you how to increase your writing speed so you can get out more novels faster. WITHOUT the quality suffering.
Reborn in FIre May 09 2021 It sucks to die screaming in fire. Trust me. The last thing I expected was to wake up amid flames that no longer burn or be rescued by a sexy stranger right before my would-be murderers return. Sexy - AKA Jake forces my skeptical butt to admit what I’d rather deny. Death has unleashed my Elemental power to manipulate fire magic. Now I’ve got to master my Phoenix powers before I’m killed again. Jake’s touch ignites me like flames no longer can,
and he claims the same wildness that killed my mother will drive him insane if I don’t bind myself to him for life. Can I trust that Jake’s feelings won’t flash and fade? If I don’t, he’s going to lose his mind—and we both could lose our
unnatural lives. ***Note from Author: This is an adult urban fantasy book featuring a smoking-hot romantic subplot suitable for readers 18+. It features elemental magic with humans who kick butt, take names, and keep flinging themselves
into danger to fight for what they believe in. If you love books by Kelley Armstrong, Karen Chance, K.F. Breene, Linsey Hall, Kim Harrison, Yasmine Galenorn, Dannika Dark, and Hailey Edwards, chances are you will love this series!
Lifestyles of the Witch and Ageless Mar 07 2021 A paranormal women’s fiction cozy mystery – because midlife can be a real witch! There are a lot of things people never told you about being forty-something. Sure, they mentioned the hot
flashes and reading glasses and the need for Kegels, but they never talked about fireballs sprouting from your fingertips or your sudden ability to turn rat-bastards into, well, actual rats. Which is why it comes as something of a surprise to
Juniper when—at the tender age of 46—she discovers that not only has she inherited a quirky house in an even quirkier town called Miracle Bay from a relation she had no idea existed, but she also develops magical powers. Because, apparently,
she’s a witch. Something her parents sort of forgot to tell her. With her life turned upside down, a new start in a new town is just what Juniper needs, and the strange bookstore her grandmother left her might be exactly the right opportunity. But
beyond her inheritance and sudden affinity for tarot cards, there’s something strange afoot in Miracle Bay. A mystery Juniper is determined to solve before her newfound freedom vanishes along with her life.
Lady Rample Steps Out Mar 27 2020 When Lady Rample steps out, murder steps in. Lady Rample finds herself at odds after the death of her husband until her best friend drags her to a hot new jazz club in the heart of London. As if being
wooed by two handsome men isn't enough, Lady R finds herself embroiled in the murder of one of the club's owners. Bored with her aristocratic life and irked that the police have arrested the wrong suspect, Lady R decides to turn lady detective.
With her eccentric Aunt Butty in tow, Lady R scours London for clues. If she's lucky she'll find the killer before the killer finds her. From the author of the Viola Roberts Cozy Mysteries comes the first book in the Lady Rample Mysteries set in
jazz-era London.
Fearless Feb 18 2022 Publication Date: June 24, 2013 "I hated this life I’d found myself in and yet I had no choice but to carry on living it. Lost. Confused. Alone. Forever separated from my own kind." Murdered at the hands of her king and
former lover, Zip finds herself stripped of nearly all her powers and trapped inside the mortal body of a teenager. She finally knows what it is to be human, but it might be the last thing she wants. Especially with a killer stalking the halls…
"Swallowing hard, I held his gaze. I wasn’t sure if I was daring him or defying him. Maybe both." Mick Egan is determined to make his life count for something. Getting clean was one thing. Discovering the secrets of a girl like Zip is another.
If he was smart, he’d run like hell, except he’s not about to leave her alone to face a murderer. FEARLESS - Sunwalker Saga: Soulshifter Trilogy Book 1
Everlastin' Jun 17 2019 In 1843, Lachlan Baird brings his bride to the mansion he'd built just for her and their future children. But the honeymoon is cut short when Lachlan is murdered. He's been haunting Baird House ever since,
determined to protect his "treasures" and hoping to find a woman willing to spend eternity with him.In 1993, Beth Staples is ready to live her own life after caring for her ill mother for eight years. She accepts an invitation to visit a friend
residing at Baird House, but instead of a delightful vacation with Carlene, she finds herself in the care of an irresistible, seductive and sometimes annoying Scotsman-with a secret.At Baird House, anything is possible...
Dark Promise Oct 02 2020 Rylie has it all - great friends, dream boy, loving family. But on the eve of her sixteenth birthday, her perfect little world shatters. A stranger claiming to be her real mother appears with a secret: Rylie is a faery whose
powers will be unleashed on her birthday. Captured and forced into a new life, Rylie struggles to keep everything she loves and discovers a terrifying truth: some promises cannot be broken.
Lady Rample and the Silver Screen Apr 20 2022 When an invitation to a Hollywood wedding arrives in London, Lady Rample and Aunt Butty are living the glamorous life among the rich and famous in California. But when their movie
producer host is found dead of a self-inflicted gunshot, they find themselves embroiled in a mystery involving a silver screen starlet, a conniving butler, and kidnapping gangsters! Suspicious from the start, Lady Rample is determined to prove
that their friend didn’t commit suicide. Unfortunately, proving murder might end in another murder…her own. Lose yourself in 1930s Hollywood with the latest installment of the popular historical cozy mystery series, Lady Rample Mysteries.
cozy mystery, historical mystery, historical cozy mystery, 1930s, humorous mystery, murder mystery, woman sleuth, amateur sleuth, British mystery, historical cozy mystery series, funny mystery series, Alice Duncan, Harper Lin, Matthew
Costello, Cosy Mystery
Witchling Jun 29 2020 We’re the D’Artigo sisters: Half-human, half-Faerie, we’re savvy—and sexy—operatives for the Otherworld Intelligence Agency. But our mixed-blood heritage short-circuits our talents at all the wrong times. My sister
Delilah shapeshifts into a tabby cat whenever she’s stressed. Menolly’s a vampire who’s still trying to get the hang of being undead. And me? I’m Camille—a wicked-good witch. Except my magic’s as unpredictable as the weather, as my
enemies are about to find out the hard way... At the Wayfarer Inn, a portal to Otherworld and the local hangout for humans and beasties alike, a fellow operative, Jocko, has been murdered. Every clue points to Shadow Wing, the soul-munching,
badass leader of the Subterranean Realms. He’s made it clear that he aims to raze humankind to the ground, turning both Earth and Otherworld into his private playground. Our assignment: Keep Shadow Wing and his minions from creeping
into Earth via the Wayfarer. The demons figure they’re in like Flynn. After all, with only my bumbling sisters and me standing in the way, how can they miss? But we’ve got a secret for them: Faulty wiring or not, nobody kicks ass like the
D’Artigo girls...
Black Howl Aug 12 2021 Something is wrong with the souls of Chicago's dead. Ghosts are walking the streets, and Agent of Death Madeline Black's exasperating boss wants her to figure out why. And while work is bad enough, Maddy has a
plethora of personal problems too. Now that Gabriel has been assigned as her thrall, their relationship has hit an impasse. At least her sleazy ex-fiance Nathaniel is out of the picture--or so she thinks...
Lady Rample Spies a Clue Sep 13 2021 A house party in Devon, England takes a turn for the murderous. Lady Rample and her eccentric Aunt Butty escape the broiling heat of a London summer for the cooler climes of the English countryside.
But the idyllic holiday is not all cocktails and lawn croquet. And when a man is found dead in their host's study, she knows there's more going on than a simple break-in. With spies lurking in the bushes, her maid locked up in the local jail, and
danger at every turn, Lady Rample is not one to give up or give in when there's a mystery afoot. Armed with cocktails, lipstick, and plenty of sex appeal, she's going to catch the spies, solve the murder, and set things right. Unless the killer gets to
her first. From the author of Lady Rample Steps Out comes the delightful second installment of the Lady Rample Mysteries set in 1930s jazz-era London.
Spellwalker Mar 19 2022 A Powerful Witch Emory Chastain is more than a curvaceous redhead with an affinity for herbs and spices. She's a Spellwalker: one of the most powerful Witches of the modern era. Only two people know her secret:
her best friends, Lene and Veri. But when a strange madness afflicts seemingly unrelated people in their funky little corner of Portland, turning ordinary citizens into raving beasts, Emory and her friends must risk discovery to help the humans
who don't even know they exist. A Guardian of Atlantis Handsome warrior Noah Leveau once guarded the last King of Atlantis. A near-immortal who's outlived everyone he ever loved, Noah hates his long, lonely existence. But when he comes
to Portland to say goodbye, he's drawn into the mysterious doings of Emory Chastain and her coven. One look, and he can't turn away. A few moments in her presence, and he's already in too deep. Suddenly immortality doesn't seem so bad-if he
can manage to keep Emory from learning his secret.
The Talisman Killer Dec 24 2019 Before the Rift, Veronica Wolffe and Verity Bane struggled to eke out a living as paranormal investigators. But with the veil between dimensions ripped open and demons from beyond running amok, their
preternatural powers are suddenly in high demand. From haunted teapots to rampaging poltergeists, these women’s work is never done. When a logger dies a horrific and unnatural death, Wolffe and Bane are pulled into the terrifying world of
mystical murder. A killer from beyond the Rift is hunting those he finds guilty of crimes against the environment and he won’t stop until the world is rebuilt in his image, and humanity is destroyed. The Talisman Killer introduces an addictive
new urban fantasy series with two kick-ass heroines and a touch of romance. Welcome to the world of Wolffe and Bane.
In Charm's Way Oct 14 2021 A paranormal women's fiction cozy mystery - because midlife can be a real witch! It's been less than a month since Juniper "JJ" Jones discovered (at the tender age of 46) that she was a witch and moved to the
magical beach town of Miracle Bay. Now she's running her grandmother's bookstore with the aid of a tarot-reading fire witch and a snarky familiar who looks like a black cat but claims he isn't (long story). Everything is running smoothly
(more or less) until her grandmother's ghost pops in for a visit, claiming she was murdered. What's more, she wants JJ to find the killer and bring them to justice. Sure. Because that went so well the last time. With the help of her newfound
friends, JJ sets out to uncover the secrets of Miracle Bay and the truth about her grandmother's murder. Preferably without running afoul of the murderer herself! Book 2 in the popular paranormal women's fiction series from the bestselling
author of Lady Rample Mysteries and Sunwalker Saga. Get ready for some midlife magic!
South Sea Foam Nov 22 2019 When dusk came and I heard the tribal drums beating the stars in far away up in the forest villages, I thought, Here at least I shall find rest from the hot-footed turbulency of civilized humanity; here I can dwell !
beneath the Eden-like shades of feathery palms, and listen to the wind-blown melodies as they come in from the sea and run across the island trees. I revelled in such like thoughts. I felt that I had come across a pagan world where no more
should I hear servile mumblings of a conventional people. I would peer into savage bright eyes and listen to the poetic lore of people who worshipped at the shrine of the stars and counted their days by the fading moons.... -from "Chapter I:
Samoa: First Impressions" Subtitled "The Romantic Adventures of a Modern Don Quixote in the Southern Seas," this charming 1919 work chronicles not only a journeys through the islands by one young man full of the "ardent, adventurous
spirit of youth," it's also a fascinating resource on Polynesian gods and goddesses, myths and legends as seen through the eyes of a Westerner. Sharing the stories of the distant past and the unparalleled experiences of his own that he collected
on his voyages, the author weaves an enchanting tale-and a mostly true one, he assures us-of a tropical paradise just as it was on the verge of being subsumed by Western culture. OF INTEREST TO: armchair travelers, amateur anthropologists,
readers of crosscultural studies AUTHOR BIO: British author, composer, and playwright ARNOLD SAFRONI-MIDDLETON (b. 1873) wrote numerous books of travel adventure, including Sailor and Beachcomber: Confessions of a Life at
Sea, in Australia and Amid the Islands of the Pacific (1915), Sestrina: A Romance of the South Seas (1921), and Tropic Shadows (1927).
A Christmas Caper Nov 15 2021 With Christmas fast approaching and her bank accounts woefully low, Sugar Martin is spending her first holiday in Meres Reach, England instead of back home in Oregon. When the festivities are interrupted
by an urgent call from her employer, she heads straight to London with Tippy in tow only to discover that her great-great-aunt Euphegenia has left her a final bequest—and a mysterious mission. Christmas is a time for magic and miracles and
Sugar will need both if she’s to succeed in her quest. This charming Christmas cozy mystery is the third book in the Sugar Martin Vintage Cozy Mysteries set in post-WW2 England.
The Bite Before Christmas Apr 27 2020 With The Bite Before Christmas, New York Times bestsellers Lynsay Sands and Jeaniene Frost—two of the hottest names in paranormal romance—team up for the first time to bring lucky readers a holiday
anthology…with teeth! Here are delightful brand new stories featuring familiar faces from their enormously popular Argeneau family and Night Huntress series. Lynsay and Jeaniene’s legion of loyal fans will flock to these unforgettable
novellas celebrating the dreams and desires of immortals at Yuletide. Better than a midnight visit from Santa Claus, The Bite Before Christmas proves that nobody does sexy vampires better than Sands and Frost.
Lady Rample Sits In Jul 23 2022 At long last, Lady Rample is about to reunite with her paramour, the American jazz musician, Hale Davis. But, as usual for our intrepid heroine, her arrival in the French Riviera doesn’t go to plan! Laid up
with a concussion thanks to a water-skiing incident, Lady Rample discovers that her aristocratic neighbor isn’t quite what he seems. With the help of the usual eccentrics, she’s going to find the truth and prove he’s up to no good. Unless he gets
to her first… Lose yourself in the glamor of the 1930s with the fourth installment of the popular historical cozy mystery series, Lady Rample Mysteries. cozy mystery, historical mystery, historical cozy mystery, 1930s, humorous mystery, murder
mystery, woman sleuth, amateur sleuth, British mystery, historical cozy mystery series, funny mystery series, Alice Duncan, Harper Lin, Matthew Costello, Cosy Mystery
Haunted Oct 26 2022 Think your gap year between high school and college is tough? Try doing it as a ten-thousand-year-old djinni trapped in the body of an eighteen-year-old girl. Once, Zipporah was a free spirited immortal gifted with
unimaginable magical powers. Now she’s locked in the body of once-mousy Abbie Roberts and forced to deal with all of Abbie’s human baggage – a summer job, an overprotective aunt, and a guy: gorgeous street-smart Mick Egan. Okay, so
Zip’s new mortal life isn’t all bad. She still has more than a glimmer of djinn power and a knack for stumbling into supernatural trouble even on this earthly plane. Working at a mortuary seems safe enough - when you’ve run afoul of djinn

kings and psycho sidhe princes, dead bodies are no big deal. But when mysterious events point to a disembodied evil within the mortuary, Zip searches for answers by delving into her own past…and Mick’s darkest secrets.
Hexed Jun 10 2021 Four of the bestselling names in romance and fantasy come together in this collection of thrilling novellas featuring powerful women who know how to handle a hex or two.
Shadow Kin Jul 11 2021 On one side, the Night World, rules by the Blood Lords and the Beast Kind. On the other, the elusive Fae and the humans, protected by their steadfast mages... Born a wraith, Lily is a shadow who slips between worlds.
Brought up by a Blood Lord and raised to be his assassin, she is little more than a slave. But when Lily meets her match in target Simon DuCaine, the unlikely bond that develops between them threatens to disrupt an already stretched peace in a
city on the verge of being torn apart...
Lady Rample and the Haunted Manor Jan 17 2022 When Lola Burns lands on Lady Rample’s London doorstep, begging her to throw a Halloween party, there’s not much to do but oblige. Especially when Aunt Butty gets involved. Naturally,
that means a trip to an abandoned manor house that comes complete with its own ghosts. However, the glamorous costume party soon turns into something more deadly when one of the guests is poisoned. With spirits running amok, starlets
going missing, and threatening letters popping up willy nilly, will Lady Rample ever reveal the truth behind the haunting of America’s favorite movie star? Enjoy the latest Lady Rample Mystery, a humorous and ghostly Halloween cozy mystery
set in 1930s England.
Blood Wyne Sep 20 2019 Read Yasmine Galenorn's blog and other content on the Penguin Community. The D'Artigo sisters have just turned in their badges to the Otherworld Intelligence Agency. Now that they're free agents they're hoping
things will be easier, but when you're half-human, half-Fae, things can go astray at the most inopportune times...especially if you're attempting to go undercover and penetrate the underworld of a vamp society on the brink of war.
Kissed by Ice Dec 04 2020 "Hurry, Morgan. If you don't, we're all dead." With an old friend in mortal danger and the Dragon King demanding her presence, vampire hunter Morgan Bailey is stuck between a rock and a volcano. Jack's gone
AWOL, her nemesis is running amok with a magical book, and soul vampires are snacking on steampunk enthusiasts. Not to mention Morgan still has a price on her head. As if all that isn't enough, a new power is growing inside Morgan. One
so out of control it might be the one thing that tips her into madness. Book 5 of the Sunwalker Saga
Seven Kinds of Hell Jan 25 2020 When Zoe Miller's cousin is abducted by a vicious Russian, she must come to grips with a haunting secret. Unknown to even her closest friends, she is a werewolf and a daughter of the "Fangborn," a hidden
race of werewolves, vampires, and oracles. Zoe's attempt to rescue her cousin leads her on a quest for artifacts, forces her to renew family ties, and pit her own supernatural abilities against a dark and nefarious foe.
Lady Rample and the Ghost of Christmas Past May 21 2022 When Aunt Butty gets an idea in her head, there is simply no stopping her. At least, Lady Rample has never found a way. And what Aunt Butty wants is a proper, old-fashioned English
country Christmas. So it’s no surprise when Lady Rample finds herself celebrating the holidays deep in the Cotswolds. And naturally, Aunt Butty requires everything to be perfect, from the Yule log to the wassail. Unfortunately, the two women
get more than they bargain for when a visitor from Lady Rample’s past follows her from London, intent on wreaking havoc. Enjoy the latest Lady Rample Mystery, a warm and funny holiday cozy mystery set in 1930s England. cozy mystery,
historical mystery, historical cozy mystery, 1930s, humorous mystery, murder mystery, woman sleuth, amateur sleuth, British mystery, historical cozy mystery series, funny mystery series, Alice Duncan, Harper Lin, Matthew Costello, Cosy
Mystery, Christmas, Christmas Mystery, Christmas Cozy Mystery, Holiday, Holiday Mystery, Holiday Cozy Mystery, Cotswolds, England, English Mystery, English village
Deadtown Jul 31 2020 First in a brand new urban fantasy series that's "fresh and funny, with a great new take on zombies" (Karen Chance) and "full of dangerous magic and populated with characters so realistic, they almost jump off the
page" (Ilona Andrews). If you were undead, you'd be home by now... They call it Deadtown: the city's quarantined section for its inhuman and undead residents. Most humans stay far from its borders-but Victory Vaughn, Boston's only
professional demon slayer, isn't exactly human.
Yellow Brick War Aug 20 2019 In this third book in the New York Times bestselling Dorothy Must Die series, new girl from Kansas Amy Gumm is caught between her home—and Oz. My name is Amy Gumm. Tornadoes must have a thing about
girls from Kansas, because—just like Dorothy—I got swept away on one too. I landed in Oz, where Good is Wicked, Wicked is Good, and the Wicked Witches clued me in to my true calling: Assassin. The way to stop Dorothy from destroying
Oz—and Kansas—is to kill her. And I’m the only one who can do it. But I failed. Others died for my mistakes. Because of me, the portal between the worlds has been opened. And if I don’t find a way to close it? Dorothy will make sure I never get
to go home again. Now it’s up to me to: join the Witches, fight for Oz, save Kansas, and stop Dorothy once and for all.
Kissed by Fire Nov 03 2020 Vampire bounty hunter Morgan Bailey needs a break. A girl can handle only so much drama -- and her latest assignments have definitely brought the drama. So when her boss mentions an assignment in London,
Morgan jumps at the chance to get back to her roots and do what she does best: a good old-fashioned vamp hunt. She should have known better. Once she crosses the pond, she encounters something she never expected to see: dragons. It seems
they might not be so extinct after all. In Shéa MacLeod's electrifying follow-up to Kissed by Darkness, it turns out Morgan's one chance of preventing certain carnage if the dragons are unleashed is to confront the truth about her own past, and
about the darkness growing inside of her.
Dragon Warrior Jan 05 2021 A man without a past.A woman without a future.A world destroyed by monsters.All that’s left is hope.In Rain Mauri’s post-apocalyptic world there are no shades of gray when it comes to survival. Until she meets a
Dragon Warrior and discovers nothing is as simple as it seems.Together, Rain and the Dragon Warrior must uncover the truth behind the nightmare their world has become. Their quest will put them in the crosshairs of a ruthless enemy, but
with her determination and his skill, they might just save their race from destruction. If they can save each other first.
The Corpse in the Cabana Dec 16 2021 Sassy, snarky Viola Roberts quit her boring accountant job to pursue her dream of writing novels, even if it meant eating ramen noodles every day. Now that her career has taken off, she's headed to a
writers' conference at an exotic Florida resort complete with white sand beaches and swaying palm trees where she plans to lounge in the shade drinking frosty beverages with little umbrellas. And, of course, no sojourn to tropical climes would
be complete without her boozy, wise-cracking best friend, Cheryl. When Viola discovers the diva of the author world dead (as a doornail) of unnatural causes, the police immediately consider Viola their prime suspect. But when the head detective
turns a gimlet eye on Viola's best friend, the author has had enough! Along with help from hunky fellow writer, Lucas Salvatore, Viola is determined to ascertain who killed the corpse in the cabana before she, or Cheryl, wind up in jail. Or
worse.
Deathwalker Aug 24 2022 She Speaks to the Dead Lene Davenport is unique in the magical community. She's a Deathwalker: a witch who can sense death and speak to the deceased. It's not fun having ghosts show up in your bedroom, so Lene
does her best to avoid her gift. Unfortunately, Fate has other ideas and she is forced into using her powers in order to find a serial killer who is stalking members of the supernatural community. He's Not What He Seems Lucien Antonelli is the
rarest of the rare: a male Witchblood with real power. But all of his power can't help him protect his people and when he meets Lene Davenport he realizes it's not just his life that's at stake. It's also his heart. Book 2 of Sunwalker Saga:
Witchblood
The Art of Kissing Frogs Apr 08 2021 Bad dates? Kate’s had ‘em. As an American in London she’s discovered not every Englishman is Tom Hiddleston. There was the guy who wanted to suck her toes in public, and the guy who thought he
was an alien. As in the kind from outer space. Broken heart? Kate’s been there. After her husband left her for a hot Brazilian, her world came crashing down. Her heart and her confidence pretty much got thrown in a blender set to “chop.” Her
only options were to run home to America with her tail between her legs, or put on her big girl panties and get on with life. She chose the latter. Faith in men? Surprisingly restored by the dreamy Adam Wentworth whose kindness and wicked
sense of humor send Kate’s damaged heart fluttering once again. After kissing so many frogs, she’s determined not to let this prince get away. Get lost in this sweet, feel-good romantic comedy.
Lady Rample and Cupid's Kiss Jun 22 2022 Just when Lady Rample has given up on love, a former flame reappears, bringing with him all sorts of emotions she thought buried. Unfortunately, that flame comes with one very aggressive and
rather angry almost-ex-wife. The ensuing catfight is almost worth the price of admission. When the ex-wife is found dead in Hyde Park, stabbed with a hatpin in the shape of a heart, the police naturally assume the killer is the husband. Our
intrepid heroine is not about to allow her love to go down for a crime he didn’t commit. Unfortunately, proving him innocent may put her own neck on the line. Never one to shirk from danger, Lady R—with the help of her eccentric Aunt
Butty—will need all her wits about her if she’s to solve the crimes of the Cupid Killer. Enjoy the glitz and glamor of the 1930s with the sixth book in the popular 1930s historical mystery series, Lady Rample Mysteries.
The Shadows Jul 19 2019 The Dark Realms are taking cover after an angel onslaught from On High. The Anti-Christ has been injured and the fourth Biblical seal has been broken. Yonnie and Val, a strange combination of a daywalker and an
angel hybrid, have joined Damali and Carlos’s team. And the two new Council Level vamps, Elizabeth Bathory and Lucrezia Borgia, are still in recovery from their last mission… Seething in the underworld is the Unnamed One, so furious that
he’s bringing the battle topside, unleashing a full-frontal assault on mankind for the offenses committed by the Vampire Huntress team. Now Damali and Carlos must address serious human casualties and collateral damage—all while the
vampire councilman, Nuit, rebuilds Blood Music to become more than a record label, but a media brainwashing empire for the dark lord…
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